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Abstract—E-book reading has become increasingly popular, the library began to provide joyful and interactive multimedia e-book recommendation system. The purpose of this study is to understand the characteristics of information seeking behavior of different users. Based on the back-end database of New Taipei City Library’s e-book wall, we collected 655 users' borrowing materials and analyzed the knowledge keywords by text mining method to make a comparative study. With the expansion of library services, the purpose of the library is no longer limited to the academic orientation, and we also observed the emergence of entertainment and leisure-oriented readers. Understanding users’ information seeking characteristics in e-book recommendation system will be conducive to the development of intelligent library and provide a reference for the system design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are several factors of rapid changes in the information content: Text content is the primary method of representing knowledge. Text content is challenged by auditory, visual, and various forms of multimedia. Large amount of information is easily replicable or inexpensively transmitted, which has a significant impact on the interaction of human messages [1].

Facing a lot of information, users will have a new search strategy and ability. While most users understand that the Internet is a fairly complex information space, and the search strategy may not be optimal. But users will choose the resources they are most familiar with and avoid extreme choices [2].

According to the Sense-Making Theory, the information seeker with different background knowledge perform the search tasks, and the personnel with professional knowledge can systematically construct information search behavior.

This study is based on the e-book recommendation system which called E-book Wall in New Taipei City Library. With historical borrowing data in back-end database, to understand the information searching characteristics of different users and visualize the users' knowledge keywords by Chinese text mining method. Finally, this study provides some suggestions of catalog classification interface in the E-book Wall which based on users' searching characteristics of research results and related literature.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Information Seeking

Information seeking is a state of mind. When people are confused, they usually use their own experience or knowledge background as the primary consideration. If people want to solve the problem successfully, they will have a need to seek information [3]-[5]. Information seeking besides reducing the uncertainty of specific events, as well as to satisfy individual curiosity without a specific purpose [6].

B. Information Seeking Behavior

The researchers [5] simply suggest that information seeking behavior is a way for individuals to solve their information needs in order to respond the immediate needs of difficult methodological or environmental factors. The researchers’ [4] study identifies five factors that influence information seeking behavior:

1) Personal traits, including user’s psychological factors, demographic characteristics, affective, cognitive factors, such as qualifications, experience, educational level, Professional background, attitude towards work, personal motivation and so on.
2) Information cognition: successful retrieval experience, familiarity with information, credibility, timeliness, efficiency, quality, accuracy and convenience, cost.
3) Interpersonal relationships: the role of work, work participation, participation levels, learning groups, reference groups, formal organizations.
4) The working environment: the type of work, organizational characteristics, the working group, the organization of communication networks, research program stage.
5) Social environment: social and cultural environment, political and economic environment, material environment.

C. Classification Architecture

Today's search engine is text-based, and the search results are usually not closing to human experience, to develop a retrieval system that truly close to the user's precognitive keywords is inevitable trend. Most of the current search engines are using the way by keyword search. The way is quite convenient, but also spawned other problems: how users find the information they really want from a huge network.

In general situation, the information needs by keyword search is not fully understood, such as people selecting the wrong keyword or category, which the search result may
deviate from the actual requirement, thus missing information of important reference [7].

Therefore, in order to improve the above mentioned situation, this study is expected to understand various user groups' information seeking behavior, and to analyze user's knowledge structures by collecting keywords.

D. Knowledge Map

Concept maps and knowledge maps are diagrams that represent ideas as node-link assemblies. They are often used as media for constructive learning activities and as communication aids in lectures, study materials, and collaborative learning [8].

Knowledge mapping is a good tool to visualize the knowledge resources of library, and it clarify the inner relations of distributed knowledge resources.

According to the knowledge map, the librarians can quickly find a reasonable knowledge matching, and feedback suggestions to readers, even providing collaborative retrieval to improve the quality of service [9].

E. Text Mining

Text mining techniques include categorization of text, summarization, topic detection, concept extraction, search and retrieval, document clustering, etc. Each of these techniques can be used in finding some non-trivial information from a collection of documents. Text mining can also be employed to detect a document’s main topic/theme which is useful in creating taxonomy from the document collection. Text mining has also been applied on many applications on the World Wide Web for developing recommendation systems [10].

Now there are a lot of text by users on the Internet, such as Twitter, Facebook, and other community sites have a large number of text messages. Because of the numerous and messy information, we can use text mining technique to extract useful information [11], this study present the relevant text mining methods to analysis the data of users' borrowing history.

F. Information Visualization

Information Visualization transforms information into graphic or chart, and is presented interactively and visually, making it easy for users to understand the content of information [12]. This study present the visualization content of users knowledge keywords by the text mining and visualize method.

III. RESEARCH METHODS


E-book Wall interface is operated by touch, is an interactive multimedia display platform to provide users to browse, search and borrow e-books. Users can set the personal information into the borrowing card, and allow the system to recommend personal bibliography. If users want to read further the details of the e-book, they must first install the App named “United Daily News (UDN) Reading Bar” on the smart phone to download e-books.

Fig. 1. The equipment of e-book wall in new Taipei city library, user click on the book cover to access books' Introduction.

B. The Recommendation Algorithm

E-book Wall database algorithm set parameters are as follows: 1. the numbers of the readers to borrow the book, 2. the category of "purpose of visiting the library" (Figure 2, Table I), 3. Experts and Librarians’ recommended scores on the book, and the program finally comes to recommend results and form the exposure of the e-books.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jobs</strong></td>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td><strong>Daily activities</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cultural Activities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find job information</td>
<td>Find educational opportunities</td>
<td>Handle the housework</td>
<td>Read the novel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform a specific work task</td>
<td>Completion of formal education (degree)</td>
<td>Child care and school attendance</td>
<td>Read non-fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training work skills</td>
<td>Work-related educational development</td>
<td>House care</td>
<td>Cultural activities (e.g. appreciation of theater or concerts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-education at leisure</td>
<td>Consumer rights or information</td>
<td>Creative activities (e.g. musical instruments playing or singing)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Cultivating outdoor activities, sports interest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism and vacation</td>
<td>Interested in nature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. The search interface of E-book Wall by "22 purposes of visit the library" as the basis for classification [14].

C. Database Correlation Work

This study collected 655 users' data of E-book Wall from the July 1, 2015 to August 31, 2015. The data is divided into three main categories:

1) Immediate Records: As for the behavior of the readers, record "what", "who" and "when" the choices were made. In addition the reader first put on the card will do registration, registration results will be recorded in the
“Users” table
2) The results of real-time record
3) Initial setting data: “Ebooks”: records the ID of all books that can be borrowed, and the purpose of visiting the library (Pov1 ~ Pov3). “UserGroups”: Records grouping information for each user.
Finally, this study add the e-book introduction materials into the data table and re-associate the database by common software Access.

Fig. 3. Database association diagram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UserGroupId</th>
<th>AgeLower</th>
<th>AgeUpper</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. User data grouping, such as UserGroupId = 4, representing 19-55 year-old male.

Fig. 5. Text mining visualization, the picture is 7-12 years old male. It could be seen that Chinese keywords of books borrowing by the user group, and the terms are most related to the school, learning or education.

D. Text Mining
This study applied the visualization program of Chinese text mining which integrated by the researcher [11].

R (programming language) is a suitable tool for data analysis and it provides the suite of text mining tools to apply. This method is used to analysis the characteristics between the user group and e-books which users click on, as shown as following:
1) Install the necessary R programming library(tm, tmcm, Rwordseg API suite)
2) Execute Text reading of the books’ introduction which user borrowing.
3) Execute Chinese text segments and distinguish words.
4) Build a TermDocumentMatrix to count number of

Chinese vocabulary occurrences and save.
5) Visualize the keywords of knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7-12 years old male</th>
<th>13-18 years old male</th>
<th>19-55 years old male</th>
<th>19-55 years old female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(10 records)</td>
<td>(20 records)</td>
<td>(20 records)</td>
<td>(188 records)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(49 records)</td>
<td>(57 records)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. RESEARCH RESULTS

In this study, there are 655 historical data were analyzed from July to August in 2015.

Excluding the situation that a person repeat clicking of the same e-book, during the period, there were 136 men and 519 women, and the users both of children under 6 years old and elders than 56 years old's were less than 5, so they were excluded. By the analysis of observation, the largest user group of E-book Wall are 19-55 years old adults. Children and the elders are limited by the knowledge background and technical proficiency, most will not take the initiative to operate. The main purpose of visiting library like to read leisure books, the topic such as travel, novels, stories, photography or Picture Book. 7-12 years-old children preferred education, science and picture books, adolescent more preferred comics, novels and the books that is about interpersonal issues. The reason why the term “咖啡”(means coffee) is a high-frequency keywords, is because many people click the Japanese light novel which named “Cafe reasoning event book”. Adults' preference cover extensively, the books content they read are about scientific and technical reference, ideological commentary, history, culture books and so on, because they have the mature experience, recognition and knowledge background to understand the more complex description.

V. CONCLUSION

According to the results, the main user group of the E-book Wall recommendation system is still consist of teenagers and adults. Through the data statistics and the simple interviews with the users, the books they like to read are entertainment and leisure oriented. About the category, the text description of “the purpose of visiting library “classification still exist differences in users' understanding. Some category options that readers rarely clicked, or the recommended e-books don't meet the users really want to see. This study compare the different user group's information seeking behavior and the knowledge keywords. In the future, If using big data of the historical materials, automation, visualization methods, and further generalize more specific knowledge map of user groups as a reference, which will help the intelligent library develop e-book interactive recommendation system, and it would be closer to the actual needs of users.
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